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As part of the Darlington Upgrade Project, eastbound and westbound traffic on Ayliffes Road will be
relocated to the edges of the roadway in early 2018 to allow for construction of the Ayliffes Road bridge.
Prior to this occurring, a number of activities need to be undertaken to create the new traffic lanes. These
works are outlined below.
Footpath closure
The footpath along the northern side of Ayliffes Road from South Road to just west of Norman Street,
St Marys, will be temporarily closed from 6am on Tuesday 9 January 2018. The closure will remain in
place until the completion of the project.
Pedestrians wanting to access bus stop 24A (eastbound) will be required to walk along the newly
constructed footpath on the southern side of Ayliffes Road and then cross at a new pedestrian refuge.
Please see the plan overleaf for details.
Bus stop closure
Bus stop 25 (westbound) on Ayliffes Road will permanently close at 6am on Tuesday 9 January 2018.
Patrons will be required to use bus stop 24A (westbound) on Ayliffes Road.
Access to Ayliffes Road properties
Road reconstruction works will take place on the northern side of Ayliffes Road from Tuesday 9 January
for approximately three weeks, weather permitting. The works will generally be undertaken from Monday
to Saturday, between the hours of 6am and 6pm. Some works may be required outside of these times.
As a result of these works, access to properties within the work zone will be temporarily changed, with
some driveway access points closed and motorists redirected. Impacted properties will be advised
separately. Please plan ahead, allow extra travel time, take extra care when workers are on-site and
observe speed and lane restrictions when driving through the area.
Further details of the traffic switch will be provided in early 2018.
If you have any questions or would like to speak to a member of the project team please contact us on
1300 759 334 or alternatively email: enquiries@gatewaysouth.com.au.
Kind Regards,
Darlington Upgrade Project Team
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